Plate 1. Excavation of a shovel test pit in the west picnic area.
Plate 2. Recording soil layers in a shovel test pit.
Plate 3. Peeling back the sod in a test unit on the west side of the park.
Plate 4.  Excavation of a Civil War oil lamp located in the north end of the park near the redoubt.
Plate 5. Mike O’Donnell conducting the systematic metal detecting survey at Fort Ward.
Plate 6. Shovel test hole punched through the museum parking lot showing a layer of fill that dates to the Civil War period at a depth of 2.0 ft. below grade.
Plate 7. A variety of the masonry foundations exposed in the test units, all structures associated with The Fort community, ca. 1870-1960.
Plate 8. Monitoring trenching along the south edge of the Old Grave Yard.
Plate 9. Flat shoveling the bottom of a test trench located to the west of the Oakland Baptist Church Cemetery.
Plate 10. Deep digging along the east edge of Fort Ward.
Plate 11. Findings from a 1930s-era privy located at the McKnight House situated inside Fort Ward.
Plate 12. The intrepid Fort Ward archaeological crew: Alexandra Vancko, Alicia Boyle, Ben Russell, Rob Hancock, and Rosemary McCarthy.
Plate 13. Attendees at June 2, 2012 event “We’re Still Here!” hosted by the Fort Ward & Seminary African American Descendants Society, Inc. view prototype of one of the six interpretive history signs developed by OHA staff with a grant from National Trust for Historic Preservation and Ford Foundation. Descendants and members of the Fort Ward History Group contributed to the sign development by selecting themes, conducting research and providing memories and direction. City of Alexandria/OHA and Fort Ward Museum & Historic Site were one of the co-sponsors of the event.
More than 500 brochures corresponding to the six interpretive signs developed by the grant from the National Trust for Historic Preservation and Ford Foundation were distributed during the event. Historic images and oral history in the brochure and signs evoke 'The Fort' and larger Seminary community. After nearly 100 years, the African American residency ended when Fort Ward Park was established. Descendants of the community continue to live nearby.
AN ENDURING AFRICAN AMERICAN COMMUNITY

“The Fort” community began in large part from the results of the Civil War—freedom, rights, and opportunities for enslaved African Americans. Ironically, The Fort ended almost a century later as civil rights expanded. The City of Alexandria dedicated this park and museum for the Civil War Centennial in 1964. People were displaced, buildings demolished, graves lost as the African American presence faded from view. Yet, The Fort endures. The remains of its homes and school/chapel, fragments of household items, and numerous graves survive underground. The Fort’s descendants retain memories, images and traditions. New generations of those who founded The Fort and larger “Seminary” community still live nearby. The Oakland Baptist Church stands on King Street as a landmark to the community’s founders and members. Its cemetery is bordered by Fort Ward Park. The Virginia Theological Seminary and Episcopal High School are witnesses to African American craftsmanship, care, and service of those who once worked there. Upon the 150th anniversary of the Civil War, the City of Alexandria honors The Fort’s enduring African American legacy.

www.alexandria.gov/historic

Visit these City of Alexandria Museums for more about African American & Civil War Heritage:

Fort Ward Museum & Historic Site
alexandria.gov/ForthWard
Alexandria Archaeology Museum
alexandria.visit/Museum
Alexandria Black History Museum
alexandria.visit/history
The Lyceum, Alexandria’s History Museum
alexandria.visit/lyceum

The City of Alexandria thanks the Fort Ward and Seminary African American Descendants for their contributions to the project. The Fort Ward and Seminary African American Descendants Society, the Fort Ward History Work Group, Ad Hoc Fort Ward Park & Museum Area Stakeholders Advisory Group, Alexandria Archaeology volunteers, and Howard University Department of History for something donation, knowledge, research, and images for this project. Descendants, Joyce Casey Sanders, Francisco Johnson Colwell Terrill, Adrienne T errell Washington, led the project with support from volunteers, Joyce Camacaj, Glori Franks, and Tom Fulton, as well as graduate student, Nad Vaz.

The many people who shared their memories with Alexandria Legacies, the Historic Alexandria Oral History Program, deserve special recognition, as do Portia L. Knopp for beginning the interviews in the early 1990s. Oral histories may be read at alexandria.visit/Histori.

SCHOOLHOUSE, CHAPEL AND HOME

“THE FORT” HERITAGE TRAIL

Education—Initiative & Excellence

Few African Americans were educated in Virginia before the Civil War. While some individuals gained literacy, the almost 500,000 African American Virginians—about 90 percent of whom were enslaved—did not have access to education. Even after the war, when public education was established in Virginia, black schools were segregated with unequal funding, facilities, and supplies. African Americans continually took measures to secure education for their children by donating land, building schools and raising funds. The school that once stood at The Fort and its successor, the Seminary School, were such community initiatives. Douglass Wood donated the land and the community raised $1000 to ensure construction of the Seminary School, which was located where T.C. Williams High School now stands.

“Descendant Voices— We’re Still Here.”

Through sheer strength of will, determination, fortitude, guts, and against all odds, our ancestors fashioned a life here at Fort Ward, an abandoned Union fort. Then, out of necessity, they developed an entire viable, self-sustaining community that is still very much in existence today. It’s undergone many changes, but we’re still here.

In the 1950s and 1960s, the City moved residents out of Fort Ward to establish the Park and Museum, which disrupted their tranquility. In 1962, the City displaced our community once again to build T.C. Williams High School. But, we’re still here.

The African American Descendants of The Fort and Seminary communities have only one certain and determined goal, the restoration and preservation of our sacred heritage. Where others view deeds, cannons, and picnic pavilions, we see people buried on this hallowed ground whose blood runs through our veins and four generations of our families’ veins.

Countless unmarked graves of our ancestors are buried under the very soil that joggers, dog walkers and Civil War buffs unknowingly tread today. Where others see “open space,” we see familiar faces, family memories and challenges on land that our ancestors—from slavery to freedom to Jim Crow to urban renewal—toiled, bought and successively seeded to grow a sustainable community through self-sufficiency, small farms, churches, schools and community values that have contributed to the prosperity of this city and nation for 150 years.

What does Fort Ward mean to us? It means blood, land and life. It models faith and morality. It conveys endurance and excellence. It speaks of our struggle but trumpets our survival.


“The Fort” community began in large part from the results of the Civil War—freedom, rights, and opportunities for enslaved African Americans. Ironically, The Fort ended almost a century later as civil rights expanded. The City of Alexandria dedicated this park and museum for the Civil War Centennial in 1964. People were displaced, buildings demolished, graves lost as the African American presence faded from view.

Yet, The Fort endures. The remains of its homes and school/chapel, fragments of household items, and numerous graves survive underground. The Fort’s descendants retain memories, images and traditions. New generations of those who founded The Fort and larger “Seminary” community still live nearby. The Oakland Baptist Church stands on King Street as a landmark to the community’s founders and members. Its cemetery is bordered by Fort Ward Park. The Virginia Theological Seminary and Episcopal High School are witnesses to African American craftsmanship, care, and service of those who once worked there.

Upon the 150th anniversary of the Civil War, the City of Alexandria honors The Fort’s enduring African American legacy.

Visit these City of Alexandria Museums for more about African American & Civil War Heritage:

Fort Ward Museum & Historic Site
alexandria.gov/ForthWard
Alexandria Archaeology Museum
alexandria.visit/Museum
Alexandria Black History Museum
alexandria.visit/history
The Lyceum, Alexandria’s History Museum
alexandria.visit/lyceum

The City of Alexandria thanks the Fort Ward and Seminary African American Descendants Society, the Fort Ward History Work Group, Ad Hoc Fort Ward Park & Museum Area Stakeholders Advisory Group, Alexandria Archaeology volunteers, and Howard University Department of History for something donation, knowledge, research, and images for this project. Descendants, Joyce Casey Sanders, Francisco Johnson Colwell Terrill, Adrienne T errell Washington, led the project with support from volunteers, Joyce Camacaj, Glori Franks, and Tom Fulton, as well as graduate student, Nad Vaz.

The many people who shared their memories with Alexandria Legacies, the Historic Alexandria Oral History Program, deserve special recognition, as do Portia L. Knopp for beginning the interviews in the early 1990s. Oral histories may be read at alexandria.visit/Histori.

FORDFOUNDATION
NATIONAL TRUST FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION
African Americans established “The Fort,” a community that continued here for nearly a century after the Civil War (1861-1865) into the Civil Rights Era of the 1960s. The place received its name from The Fort’s location on and around the remnants of Fort Ward, one of the fortifications that were built as part of the Defenses of Washington. In the late 19th and first half of the 20th centuries, families living at The Fort and in the larger “Seminary” community— located around the Virginia Theological Seminary and Episcopal High School on Braddock, Howard, King and Quaker streets—were connected through shared kinship, marriage, church, and work, particularly at the two Episcopal educational institutions. Four generations of families (including the Adams, Ashby, Craven, Casey, Henry, Hall, Jackson, Javins, Johnson, Lewis, McKnight, Miller, Peters, Randall, Roy, Shorts, Simms, Terrell, Wams(zer, Wood and Young families) sustained The Fort through these associations, faith, adherence to a strict moral code, and emphasis on education.

The Civil War opened the door for opportunity and civil rights for African American Virginians, about 90 percent of whom were enslaved in 1860. The upheaval from battles and the federal presence in Alexandria and eastern Fairfax County offered the means and destination for thousands to escape slavery, seek refuge and jobs behind Union lines, and create new lives. These “contrabands” and freed people aided the Union cause by working as hospital attendants, gravediggers, stevedores, teachers, cooks, laundresses, and in labor gangs to build roads, construct fortifications and trenches, and maintain rail lines. More than 200,000 men enlisted in the United States Colored Troops (USCT). Many African American soldiers escaped slavery before enlistment, such as the fathers of two long-time Colored Troops (USCT). Many African American soldiers escaped rail lines. More than 200,000 men enlisted in the United States as hospital attendants, gravediggers, stevedores, freed people aided the Union cause by working as carpenters, cooks, waiters, drivers and maintenance staff. By the end of the 19th century, many of these families had bought land and established their homes in “The Fort” and “Seminary” community. Some families retained their connection to these educational institutions for nearly a century.

In 1884, James F. Jackson purchased the largest of “The Fort” parcels with 11.5 acres and the “western slope of a bank of Fort Ward.” Over 40 years, James farmed and was a driver at the Episcopal High School, and his wife Katie was a laundress. The Jacksons established a historical park, the Oakland Baptist Church and Cemetery survive and stand as symbols of the self-sufficiency, integrity and longevity of this distinctive African American community.

In 1939, the Oakland Baptist Church acquired a lot from Samuel Javins after the death of his wife, Florence McKnight Javins. She inherited the property from her mother, Harriett Stuart McKnight Shorts, one of the founders of the church. Family ownership of the land started in 1879, when Burr Shorts, Harriett’s husband, began purchasing 10 acres. The Shorts McKnight family was one of the principal founding families of “The Fort” and continued living here until the 1960s. Three McKnight family grave markers are known in the cemetery and pre-date church ownership of the land: James W. Terrell and Maria McKnight (1925), and Burney McKnight Terrell, wife of James and sister of Maria (1930).

Fairfax Seminary Hospital, Aspinwall Hall at Virginia Theological Seminary, Library of Congress.